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13 JANUARY 2021
EG BOLSTERS ASSET MANAGEMENT FUNCTION with
HIRE OF JASON SEVERINO
13 January 2021 – (Sydney, Australia) EG, a leading Australian real estate fund
manager, is pleased to announce their growing asset management function in
2021 with the hire of Jason Severino.
Jason Severino, formerly Associate Director at Colliers International joins EG
with a strong track record in Asset Management having managed the North
Sydney Real Estate Management Team and Facilities Managers.
Jason joins Gemma Moulang who joined the EG team late 2020. The duo will
be working closely with the Capital Transactions team, determining and
implementing asset strategy, maintaining strong tenant relationships and
adapting management strategies to outperform changing market conditions.
Sean Fleming, Head of Capital Transactions at EG says “Asset Management is
a key function of EG’s investment process, and the addition of Jason will
significantly bolster our capabilities in this space to ensure optimal outcomes
within EG’s expanding portfolio”.
2020 was a fast-paced year for EG, securing six acquisitions for $200 million,
the launch of the GIC Mandate (a $400 million mandate) and the Private
Wealth division (targeting $200 million in gross asset value in the next 12
months).
Jason Severino, who will work across Funds says “I have closely followed the
growth of EG for a number of years and look forward to sinking my teeth into
this new challenge”.
Founded in 2000, EG is investing $3.2 billion in real estate on behalf of super
funds and private wealth clients to generate outstanding returns with lasting
social impact. With $4.3 billion in development pipeline, and 16.7% per annum
in realised IRR for institutional funds, EG is committed to finding a better path
to better returns.
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A BETTER PATH TO BETTER
RETURNS.
EG is a disciplined, data driven investment
manager and developer with over $3.2
billion in assets under management.
We are committed to investing in property
technology, keeping Australian super
funds and private wealth clients ahead in
both rising and falling markets.
Our success is underpinned by B.I.G
Thinking®. We uncover what’s truly best
for both communities and investors.
We build in good, so you can build in
growth.
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